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CUSTOMER Sherritt, Corefco 
 
APPLICATION Cobalt Recovery in RES 

 
 

Type LSF-A10/10-2 
 

Filtration area 90 m2 
 
  
 
MARKING 
 

LSF-10/10-2 

Filter type LSF 

Filter element type(s) A 

No. of  Installed Filter Elements 10 

Maximum Filter Elements (if 
expandable) 

10 

  

  

Construction material 2 

 
FILTER ELEMENT TYPE 
 

A = 10 m² x 6 pcs + 7,5 m² x 4 pcs with Dublex P104  
 
SHELL CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL 
 

 
2 = metal parts in contact with slurry, material AISI 316L or equal 
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CONSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION 
 
 
1. Filter vessel 

Construction material - solid construction throughout AISI 316L 

External bolting AISI 316 

Vessel supports and reinforcements AISI 316 

  

Design pressure 300 kPa 
Test pressure 450 kPa  

Design temperature 100 oC 

Design standard ASME VIII Div.1 
 U stamp 

 
2. Filter elements 

Type of element(s)  10 pcs, size A&D 

  
Material of construction AISI 316L 
Total number of elements installed 10 
Maximum elements (if expandable) 10 
Element spreader Springs  
 
 

3. Filter bags 

Cloth  
- type P104 Duplex 
- material of construction Thick weave polypropylene 

Bags 
- hemstitched with two full length hems 
   with PP drawcords  

Bag closing seal Edgeseal 

Filtration area per element 10 pcs, 10m2 
  
Total filtration area 90 m2 

 
4. Wash-off system 

Aeration manifold and piping   AISI 316L  
Wash liquid manifold and piping AISI 316L  
Type of spray wash nozzles  Lechler 
Internal bolting AISI 316 
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5. Process connections 

The process connections are as follows 

 Process inlet  100mm 

 Process outlet 100mm 

 Air inlet 40mm 

 Air outlet 80mm 

 Air bleed 25mm 

 Wash inlet 50mm 

 Backwash 40mm 

 Drain  100mm 
 

Flange standard ANSI b16.5  
Bolt holes off-centre 

 
6. Instrumentation 

Safety pressure Relief:  Not in Larox delivery 

- Equipped with 50 mm flange for Bursting Disc  
 
 
7. Services required 

Cleaning liquid 
- clean process liquid or water 
- temperature  above or near process temperature  
- pressure  300 kPa 
- flow rate 11,4 m3/h 
- liquid consumption per cycle  2,9 m3 

 

Compressed air  
- pressure 100 kPa 
- flow rate 200 m3/h 
- air consumption per cycle 107 m3 
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OPERATION 
 
1. Filtration 
 

During normal operation the slurry is fed into the filter vessel through the 
process inlet by a centrifugal pump having maximum pressure of 300 
kPa. It is very important to maintain laminar flow within the filter vessel to 
ensure adsorption filtration. 
  
Liquid flows at a constant flow rate through the filter cloth attached to the 
filter elements from the outside in and filtrate flows out through the 
process outlet. 
 
The filter cakes are formed on the outside of the filter cloth bags.  As the 
filtration cycle proceeds, the pressure drop across the filter cake will 
gradually increase.  Typically when the pressure drop reaches 150 kPa 
the filter should alarm to commence the cloth cleaning and cake 
discharge cycle. 
 

2. Draining 
 

In the beginning of the cloth cleaning and cake discharge cycle the filter 
liquid level is drained to the top of the filter elements. 
 

3. Air agitation 
 

In the agitation phase pressurised air at maximum 100 kPa is fed to the 
filtration vessel through a manifold below the filter elements. This causes 
vigorous bubbling and scouring of the filter cake attached to the filter 
cloth bag. During agitation the filter cake is removed from the filter cloth 
bag and efficient mixing causes the filter cake to be re-slurried. 
 

 
4. Drain with backwash, wash spray and sluice spray 
 

In this phase the filter vessel is drained through the drain outlet. 
Simultaneously, the filter cloth bags are backwashed and sprayed on the 
outside by feeding clean process liquid or water at maximum 300 kPa 
through the backwash inlet and the upper spray wash inlet respectively. 
During this phase the air agitation is maintained. 

 
5. Drain with wash spray and sluice spray 
 

During the final draining phase the upper air inlet, upper spray inlet and 
backwash is discontinued until the filter vessel is empty. 

 
End of cleaning sequence – start filtration cycle. 
 
 


